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T

his is my ten year anniversary doing these weekend workshops for EHC. These days, as I arrive for

what I consider the next adventure, the barn, the staff and, of course, the horses feel like home to
me. I don’t know specifically what will happen because truly each gathering is unique but I do know some
things, some things that are predictable and wonderful. I know that Thursday evening, everyone’s initial
experience with each other and with the horses is the beginning of a process that will bring opportunities
for new awareness, opportunities for small changes that can make big differences, and big changes that
will make small but important differences in day-to-day life. I know that in the time we are together, we
will share in experiences of genuine healing and reparation for wounds still with us from the past. I know
that we will feel many things together and I know that we will celebrate.

My top priority is always to provide a safe, respectful and trauma-informed opportunity to work with
addiction, trauma and codependency. When participants feel safe, what needs attention has a way of
revealing itself. I am including contact information for registration below. But if you have any questions
at all for me, I am at ponypeople53@gmail or 615.308.5564.

And if you decide this is a good time for you to join us for this particular adventure, I look forward to
seeing you in April.

_____________________

For more information from EHC or to register, p l e a s e c a l l E H C ’ s m a i n
office at 901-372-0710 or email ehcmemphisprograms@gmail.com.

